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A class of stable steady convection flows in an exterior domain is given. It is
proved that the class is L3w _L
m$
w with m$=m(m&1) when the gravitational field
is in Lmw for some 1<m<3.  1997 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
Let 0 be an exterior domain in R3 with smooth boundary S. This paper
is concerned with the stability problem for thermal convection flow of a
viscous incompressible fluid occupying 0 and heated at S. Under the influence
of the gravitational vector field g(x), the buoyant force may derive the
convective motion. As usual we employ the Boussinesq approximation:
except in the gravitational term which plays an important role, density
variations are neglected because the volume expansion coefficient ’ is very
small. However, it should be noted that we do not know whether ’g is
small or not since g is assumed to be quite large in any convection
problem. See Chandrasekhar [5] for details. By making the change of
variable and functions, the motion of fluid and the diffusion of heat are
governed by the system of equations
{
tu+u } {u=2u&:g%&{?
{ } u=0
t%+u } {%=
1
_
2%
(x # 0, t>0),
(x # 0, t0),
(x # 0, t>0).
(1.1)
We supplement (1.1) with the boundary conditions
{u=0,u  0,
%=ws(x)
%  0
(s # S, t>0),
( |x|  , t>0).
(1.2)
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Here, u(x, t)=(u1, u2, u3), %(x, t) and ?(x, t), respectively, denote unknown
velocity, temperature and pressure, while ws(x)>0 is given boundary
temperature. Two parameters : and _ are given by
:=
’
&2
, _=
&
}
,
where & is the kinematic viscosity and } is the thermal conductivity. All
physical constants are assumed to be positive.
The purpose of the present paper is to determine a class of steady solutions
which are stable for nonsmooth initial disturbance. Let v(x)=(v1, v2, v3),
w(x) and p(x) be, respectively, the steady velocity, temperature and pressure
to (1.1)(1.2). We say that the steady solution [v, w] is asymptotically
stable if the problem (1.1)(1.2) subject to initial conditions
u(x, 0)=v(x)+u0(x), %(x, 0)=w(x)+%0(x) (x # 0), (1.3)
has a global strong solution [u, %] which goes to [v, w] as t   in some
function spaces, say, L p spaces. Here, [u0 , %0] denotes the initial distur-
bance. Roughly speaking, the main result in this paper reads as follows.
Note that L pw (weak L
p space) is larger than the usual L p. In Section 3 the
theorem is stated in terms of the decay of disturbance (which we denote by
[u, %] again).
Theorem. (The precise form is given in Section 3.) Suppose that :g is
small in Lmw for some m with 1<m<3 and that the steady solution [v, w]
is small in L3w_L
m$
w , where m$ is the dual exponent of m. Then [v, w] is
asymptotically stable for small [u0 , %0] in L3w_L
m$
w .
If S is a sphere with a constant ws and if the gravitational field is derived
from the Newtonian potential, namely g(x)= g0{(1|x| ) (g0>0 is a constant),
then purely conductive steady states (motionless states) whose velocity
components are zero exist. Up to now, the stability of such states was
studied by Galdi and Padula [9], Chen, Kagei and Miyakawa [7], Padula
and Petunin [20] and the present author [13]. However, no attempts have
been made at other situations. It is of interest to clarify the class of stable
temperature fields including the purely conductive state as mentioned
above, as well as to investigate the validity of the class of stable velocity
fields in literature on the NavierStokes equations (explained below). In
[9, 13, 20] strong solutions were considered as the disturbance within the
framework of L2 theory. So some regularity assumptions on u0 must be
required. Indeed, it was proved in [13] that the purely conductive state is
asymptotically stable for small [u0 , %0] in D(A14)_L2 when the Rayleigh
number (see Section 3 of this paper) is less than 14, where A is the Stokes
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operator on L2. The class D(A14) is well known to be the best available in
L2 theory of NavierStokes (which is traced back to the celebrated paper
of Fujita-Kato [8] for the interior problem). Later on, the solvability in
the class L3 for the exterior NavierStokes problem has been established by
Iwashita [15]. New aspects of this paper as compared to the studies on the
exterior convection problem in the references are:
 we deal with the case where 0 is a general exterior domain so that
the purely conductive steady state does not necessarily exist;
 we discuss the stability problem within the framework of L p theory
and, as a result, take the regularity assumptions on initial disturbance
away;
 we find the class of stable temperature fields in connection with the
class of the gravitational fields.
The proof is based on the analysis of the linearized problem, which is
developed by Borchers and Miyakawa [3], Chen [6], Chen, Kagei and
Miyakawa [7], Kozono and Ogawa [16] and Kozono and Yamazaki
[17]. It has been pointed out in [3, 17] that the space L3w (or |x| v # L
)
is important as the class of stable velocity fields v for the NavierStokes
equations. In particular, the stability is proved in [17] without any small-
ness assumptions on {v. Within the L2 theory, the importance of the class
of |x| v # L for the stability of the NavierStokes flows was found out by
Heywood [11, 12] and Masuda [18]. This paper gives also the class of
stable temperature fields w, which turns out to be slightly larger than the
dual of the class of the gravitational fields: indeed, in the theorem stated
above, we observe that Lm$w =(L
(m, 1))*#(Lmw )*, where L(m, 1) denotes the
Lorentz space which is defined, for instance, by the real interpolation
between Lebesgue spaces (see Section 2 as for various function spaces).
An essential step is to establish (L( p, 1)_L(q, 1))&(L(r, 1)_L(s, 1)) estimates
of the analytic semigroup generated by the operator whose adjoint is the
linearized operator around the steady solution of the above mentioned
class (Proposition 4.1). Heuristically, the consideration of the adjoint
corresponds to the integration by parts (cf. [17]). It should be noted that
we properly need such estimates for the case where p{q and r{s since u
and % must be constructed in different spaces. In the work [17] of Kozono
and Yamazaki, parabolic resolvent estimates on weak L p spaces imply the
generation of the analytic semigroup on usual L p spaces by virtue of the
Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem ([1, Chapter 1]). However, compared
with the NavierStokes theory, the generation of the semigroup on L p_Lq
spaces is not available (unless p=q) in this paper. And so we make full use
of estimates on Lorentz spaces. Several properties of solenoidal Lorentz
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spaces have been well established by Borchers and Miyakawa [3]. (L p_Lq)
&(Lr_Ls) estimates ( p{q, r{s) of a semigroup have been first deduced
to show the stability of steady solutions to the interior convection problem
by the present author [14].
This paper is organized as follows. After some preliminaries in Section 2,
we state the main theorem in the precise form in Section 3. Section 4 is
devoted to the linear analysis. We prove our theorem in the final section.
2. PRELIMINARIES
We first introduce the Lorentz spaces. For details, see Bergh and
Lo fstro m [1]. Let 0 be an exterior domain in R3 with smooth boundary
S. For the measurable function f on 0, the rearrangement f * and the
average function f ** are, respectively, defined by
f *(t)=inf [s>0; +([x # 0 ; | f (x)|>s])t],
f **(t)=
1
t |
t
0
f *(s) ds,
for t>0, where +( } ) denotes the Lebesgue measure on 0. Let 1< p<
and 1d. The Lorentz space L( p, d )(0) consists of all measurable
functions f on 0 which satisfy
& f &p, d #{{|

0
(t1pf **(t))d
dt
t =
1d
<
sup
t>0
t1pf **(t)<
if d<,
if d=.
It is possible to see that L( p, d)(0) is a Banach space with norm & }&p, d and
that
L( p, p)(0)=L p(0); L( p, d0)(0)/L( p, d1)(0) if d0d1 ,
with continuous injection. Furthermore, the Lorentz spaces can be
constructed via the real interpolation
(L1(0), L(0))1&1p, d=L( p, d )(0). (2.1)
This together with the reiteration theorem in the interpolation theory
implies that
(L( p0, d0)(0), L( p1, d1)(0))’, d=L( p, d )(0), (2.2)
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provided 1< p0< p1<, 0<’<1, 1p=(1&’)p0+’p1 and
1d0 , d1 , d [1, Theorem 5.3.1]; therefore
& f &p, dC & f &1&’p0, d0 & f &
’
p1, d1
(2.3)
for f # L( p0, d0)(0) & L( p1, d1)(0)/L( p, d )(0). By (2.1) the density theorem
[1, Theorem 3.4.2] asserts that if d<, then L1(0) & L(0) is dense in
L( p, d )(0).
In case d=, we especially write L pw(0)=L
( p, )(0), and usually call it
the weak L p space. It is well known that f is in L pw(0) if and only if
sup
t>0
t p+([x # 0 ; | f (x)|>t])<,
and that L pw(0) is the dual space of L
( p$, 1)(0) provided 1p$+1p=1:
L pw(0)=L
( p$, 1)(0)*. (2.4)
Note that C 0 (0), which consists of all smooth functions with compact
supports, is not dense in L pw(0).
In the following lemma we collect some important inequalities used later.
By & }&p we denote the norm of L p(0). Also, we understand that
Lw (0)=L
(0).
Lemma 2.1. (i) Let 1< p, 1<q< and 1<r< satisfy
1r=1p+1q. If f # L pw(0) and h # L
q
w(0), then fh # L
r
w(0) with
& fh&r, C & f &p,  &h&q,  , (2.5)
where C>0 depends only on p and q.
(ii) Let 1< p, 1<q< and 1<r< satisfy 1r=1p+1q.
Let 1d. If f # L pw(0) and h # L
(q, d)(0), then fh # L(r, d )(0) with
& fh&r, dC & f &p,  &h&q, d , (2.6)
where C>0 depends only on p, q and d.
(iii) Let 1< p0< p1, 0<’<1 and 1p=(1&’)p0+’p1 . If
f # L p0w (0) & L
p1
w (0), then f # L
p(0) with
& f &pC & f &1&’p0,  & f &
’
p1, 
, (2.7)
where C>0 depends only on p0 , p1 and ’.
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(iv) Let 1< p<3, 0’1 and 1q=1p&’3. Let 1d. If
f # L( p, d )(0) and {f # L( p, d )(0), then f # L(q, d )(0) with
& f &q, dC & f &1&’p, d &{f &
’
p, d , (2.8)
where C>0 is independent of f.
Proof. (i) See Borchers and Miyakawa [3, Lemma 2.1].
(ii) For fixed f # L pw(0), the operator h [ fh is bounded from L
q
w(0)
to Lrw(0) by (2.5). Thus (2.6) follows from the interpolation (2.2).
(iii) Estimate (2.7) is the special case of (2.3); d0=d1=, d= p.
(iv) By Theorem 5.9 of Borchers and Miyakawa [3], {f # L( p, d )(0)
implies that there exists a function h # L( p*, d)(0) which satisfies {h={f
and &h&p*, dC &{f &p, d , where 1p*=1p&13. But we have h= f because
f # L( p, d )(0). Thus, f # L( p*, d )(0) with estimate (2.8) for ’=1. By (2.3) we
have
& f &q, dC & f &1&’p, d & f &
’
p*, d ,
which yields (2.8). K
We next introduce the solenoidal function spaces. Let C 0, _(0) be the set
of all solenoidal vector fields whose components are in C 0 (0). By L
r
_(0),
1<r<, we denote the completion of C 0, _(0) under the norm & }&r .
Then we have the Helmholtz decomposition (Miyakawa [19])
Lr(0)=Lr_(0)L
r
?(0),
where Lr_(0) and L
r
?(0) are characterized as
Lr_(0)=[u # L
r(0) ; { } u=0, u } n |S=0],
Lr?(0)=[{? # L
r(0) ; ? # Lrloc(0 )]
(n is the outward unit normal vector on S). We have Lr_(0)=L
r$
_(0)* for
1r$+1r=1. Here and hereafter, we adopt the same symbols for denoting
the vector and scalar function spaces. Let P=Pr be the bounded projection
operator onto Lr_(0) associated with the decomposition above. The Stokes
and Laplace operators are defined by
Dr(A)=[u # W2, r(0) ; { } u=0, u | S=0], Au=&Pr2u,
Dr(B)=[% # W2, r(0) ; % | S=0], B%=&2%,
where W2, r(0) is the usual Sobolev space. Borchers and Miyakawa [3,
Theorem 5.2] established the following Helmholtz decomposition of the
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Lorentz spaces. By virtue of (2.2) we can extend Pr to a bounded operator
on L(r, d )(0), which we denote by Pr, d (or simply P again). Set
L(r, d )_ (0)=Range(Pr, d), L
(r, d )
? (0)=Kernel(Pr, d).
Then
L(r, d )(0)=L (r, d )_ (0)L
(r, d )
? (0)
and
L (r, d )_ (0)=[u # L
(r, d )(0) ; { } u=0, u } n |S=0],
L (r, d )? (0)=[{? # L
(r, d )(0) ; ? # L(r, d )loc (0 )],
where the trace u } n|S makes sense since L(r, d )(0)/Lqloc(0 ) with continuous
injection provided 1q<r. The solenoidal Lorentz spaces L(r, d )_ (0) are
also constructed via the real interpolation [3, Theorem 5.4]
(L (r0, d0)_ (0), L
(r1, d1)
_ (0))’, d=L
(r, d )
_ (0), (2.9)
provided 1<r0<r1<, 0<’<1, 1r=(1&’)r0+’r1 and 1d0 , d1 ,
d. In what follows we write Lrw, _(0)=L
(r, )
_ (0). Then (2.9) together
with the duality theorem [1, Theorem 3.7.1] in the interpolation theory
immediately implies that
Lrw, _(0)=L
(r$, 1)
_ (0)*, (2.10)
provided 1r$+1r=1. In view of the consideration of [3, Section 5],
A and B, respectively, define closed operators in L (r, d )_ (0) and L
(r, d )(0)
with domains
Dr, d (A)=[u # L (r, d )_ (0) ; {u, D
2u # L(r, d )(0), u |S=0],
Dr, d (B)=[% # L(r, d)(0) ; {%, D2% # L(r, d )(0), u |S=0],
through the extension of bounded operators D j (1+A)&1 and D j (1+B)&1
( j=0, 1, 2) via interpolation.
Let 1< p<, 1<q< and 1d. The following notation is
adopted for the norm of product Lorentz spaces L ( p, d )_ (0)_L
(q, d )(0):
"_u%&"[ p, q], d =&u&p, d+&%&q, d .
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3. RESULT
We make the following assumptions on the gravitational field:
g # Lmw(0) for some m with 1<m<3, (3.1)
g # L(0). (3.2)
By (3.2) we may regard (3.1) as the decay condition at the space infinity.
In connection with (3.1), we assume the following on the steady solution:
v # L3w, _(0), w # L
m$
w (0) with
1
m$
+
1
m
=1, (3.3)
v, {v, w # L(0), {w # L;(0) with
1
;
=\23&
1
m++ , (3.4)
where ( } )+=max[ } , 0], so that ;= for 1<m32.
In order to discuss the stability of [v, w], we set
u(x, t)=v(x)+u~ (x, t), %(x, t)=w(x)+% (x, t),
?(x, t)= p(x)+?~ (x, t),
where p(x) is the steady pressure associated with [v, w]. In what follows
we concentrate the analysis on the disturbance [u~ , % , ?~ ] and omit the tildes
for simplicity. Then the initial boundary value problem (1.1)(1.3) can be
reduced to
du
dt
+Au+P(u } {u+v } {u+u } {v+:g%)=0, t>0, (3.5)
d%
dt
+
1
_
B%+u } {%+v } {%+u } {w=0, t>0, (3.6)
u(0)=u0 , %(0)=%0 , (3.7)
in suitable Lorentz spaces. The initial disturbance is assumed to belong the
same class as (3.3), that is,
u0 # L3w, _(0), %0 # L
m$
w (0). (3.8)
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We now introduce the linearized operator around [v, w]. For some
technical reasons, we define it by the adjoint of the following linear
operator M. Let [ p, q] satisfy
1< p<3, 1<q<3,
1
p
&
1
q
=
2
3
&
1
m
. (3.9)
Define the operator
M : L ( p, 1)_ (0)_L
(q, 1)(0)  L ( p, 1)_ (0)_L
(q, 1)(0)
by
D[ p, q](M)=Dp, 1(A)_Dq, 1(B),
M=M0+M1 ,
M0 _u%&=_
Au
1
_
B%& ,
M1 _u%&=_
&P[v } {u+ j ({u j) v j+({%) w]
&v } {%+:g } u & .
It is proved under the condition (3.9) that M is well defined closed
operator with dense domain; see Proposition 4.1.
Next, let [ p, q] satisfy
3
2
< p<,
3
2
<q<,
1
p
&
1
q
=&
2
3
+
1
m
. (3.10)
Note that [ p, q]=[3, m$] satisfies (3.10). Since [ p$, q$] with 1p$+1p=
1q$+1q=1 fulfills (3.9) and since M has the dense domain, it is possible
to consider the adjoint operator of M (recall the duality (2.4) and (2.10)):
M*: L pw, _(0)_L
q
w(0)  L
p
w, _(0)_L
q
w(0).
Then M* is of the form
M*=M0+L1
with
L1 _u%&=_
P(v } {u+u } {v+:g%)
v } {%+u } {w & .
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The operator M* is, of course, closed and its non-dense domain consists
of all [u, %] # L pw, _(0)_L
q
w(0) which satisfy the following: there is a constant
C>0 such that
}\_u%& , M _
,
&+}C "_
,
&"[ p$, q$], 1
for all [,, ] # D[ p$, q$](M). Here and hereafter, ( } , } ) denotes the duality
pairing between L pw, _(0)_L
q
w(0) and L
( p$, 1)
_ (0)_L
(q$, 1)(0) for various
[ p, q]. From now on we put
L=M*,
which is the linearized operator around [v, w].
It is proved in Section 4 that both &M and &L generate bounded
analytic semigroups on the above mentioned Lorentz spaces, respectively,
under a smallness condition. As usual, with the use of the semigroup e&tL,
the Cauchy problem (3.5)(3.7) is converted to the integral equation
_u(t)%(t)&=e&tL _
u0
%0&&|
t
0
e&(t&{) L _P(u } {u)({)(u } {%)({) & d{, t>0, (3.11)
in L pw, _(0)_L
q
w(0). But, unfortunately, it seems to be difficult to derive
satisfactory estimates on e&tL to solve (3.11) directly. Thus, following
[3, 16, 17], we are concerned with the form
\_u(t)%(t)& , _
,
&+=\_
u0
%0& , e&tM _
,
&+
+|
t
0 \_
(uu)({)
(u%)({) & , {e&(t&{) M _
,
&+ d{ (3.12)
for all [,, ] # D#C 0, _(0)_C

0 (0) and t>0, where uu=(u
iu j)i, j=1, 2, 3 .
We will see that the integral in (3.12) is well defined for [u, %] in some
class (Lemma 5.8). Since { } u=0 and since D is dense in L ( p$, 1)_ (0)_
L(q$, 1)(0), the form (3.12) implies (3.11) via integrations by parts as long
as {u and {% are in suitable Lorentz spaces.
Let [ p, q] satisfy
3< p<, m$<q<,
1
p
&
1
q
=&
2
3
+
1
m
. (3.13)
We say that a pair of functions [u, %] is a strong solution of class [ p, q]
on (0, ) to the problem (3.5)(3.7) if the following (i) and (ii) are
satisfied:
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(i) [u, %] is of class
u # BCw([0, ) ; L3w, _(0)), % # BCw([0, ) ; L
m$
w (0)), (3.14)
where BCw denotes the class of bounded and weakly* continuous functions,
together with
lim
t  0
(u(t), ,)=(u0 , ,), lim
t  0
(%(t), )=(%0 , ) (3.15)
for all [,, ] # L (32, 1)_ (0)_L
(m, , 1)(0), that is, the initial condition (3.7) is
fulfilled weakly* in L3w, _(0)_L
m$
w (0);
(ii) [u, %] is of class
u # C(0,  ; Dp(A)) & C1(0,  ; L p_(0)),
% # C(0,  ; Dq(B)) & C1(0,  ; Lq(0)),
(3.16)
and equations (3.5) and (3.6) are, respectively, satisfied in L p_(0) and
Lq(0) for all t>0.
We simply say that [u, %] is a strong solution if it is a strong solution
of class [ p, q] for some [ p, q] satisfying (3.13).
We are now in a position to present the main theorem.
Theorem. Assume (3.1)(3.4) and (3.8).
(1) There exists a positive constant ’(m) such that if
k#(1+_)(&v&3, +&w&m$, +: &g&m, )<’(m), (3.17)
then the following holds: there is a positive constant $(m, k) so that if
&u0&3, +&%&m$, <$(m, k), (3.18)
then the problem (3.5)(3.7) has a unique strong solution [u, %] on (0, )
with estimates
&u(t)&p Cm, k, pt&12+32p(&u0&3, +&%&m$, ), \t>0, (3.19)
&%(t)&qCm, k, q t&32+32m+32q(&u0&3, +&%0&m$, ), \t>0, (3.20)
for every p # (3, p0) and q # (m$, q0), where [ p0 , q0] is a fixed pair satisfying
(3.13) and 2m< p0<6.
(2) Furthermore, let [r, s] be a given pair satisfying (3.13). There
exists a constant ’
*
(m, r) # (0, ’(m)] such that if, in addition, k<’
*
(m, r),
then the solution [u, %] obtained in (1) satisfies estimates (3.19) and (3.20)
for every p # (3, r) and q # (m$, s).
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We conclude this section with a simple application of the above theorem
to the purely conductive steady state (as mentioned in Section 1). Let
0=[x # R3; |x|>R], and let the temperature ws at the boundary be a
positive constant. Suppose that the gravitational field is given by g(x)=
g0{(1|x| ) with a gravitational constant g0>0. This situation is typical
from the physical point of view since it may be regarded as the exterior
domain version of the Be nard problem in the horizontal domain heated
from below ([5]). Indeed, we can observe the onset of the convective state
when the purely conductive state loses its stability at the critical value of
the Rayleigh number #_:Rg0ws=’Rg0ws(}&). The purely conductive
state is exactly given by
v=0, w=
Rws
|x|
, p=&
:Rg0 ws
2 |x| 2
+constant.
Since g # L32w (0) and w # L
3
w(0), we can apply the theorem with m=32 to
see that the purely conductive state is asymptotically stable for small
initial disturbance [u0 , %0] in L3w, _(0)_L
3
w(0) when (1+_)(Rws+:g0) is
sufficiently small. This smallness condition is not exactly given, while the
L2 stability is available when the Rayleigh number is less than 14 ([13]).
However, the above class of initial disturbance is new.
4. ANALYSIS OF THE OPERATOR M
The main purpose of this section is to establish (L( p, 1)_L(q, 1))&(L(r, 1)
_L(s, 1)) estimates of the semigroup generated by &M. We intend to prove
the following proposition.
Proposition 4.1. Suppose that [ p, q] satisfies (3.9).
(i) The operator M is well defined and its domain is dense in L( p, 1)_ (0)_
L(q, 1)(0).
(ii) There is a positive constant ===(m, p) so that if
k#(1+_)(&v&3, +&w&m$, +: &g&m, )<=, (4.1)
then &M is closed and generates a bounded analytic (C0) semigroup [e&tM]t0
on L ( p, 1)_ (0)_L
(q, 1)(0).
(iii) Suppose further that [r, s] satisfies
1
r
&
1
s
=
1
p
&
1
q
, { pr<,pr<3,
qs<
qs<3
if j=0,
if j=1.
(4.2; j)
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There is a constant =$j==$j (m, p, r) # (0, =] so that if k<=$j , then
"{ je&tM _u%&"[r, s], 1 Cm, k, p, r t&(3‘+ j)2 "_
u
%&"[ p, q], 1 (4.3; j)
for all t>0 and [u, %] # L ( p, 1)_ (0)_L
(q, 1)(0), where
‘=
1
p
&
1
r
=
1
q
&
1
s
.
We remark that, differently from [3, 6, 16, 17] on the NavierStokes
theory, it seems to be difficult to show the generation of the semigroup on
L p_(0)_L
q(0) unless p=q, as mentioned in Section 1. We begin with the
proof of (i).
Proof of (i) of Proposition 4.1. In view of (2.1), it follows from the
density theorem [1, Theorem 3.4.2] in the interpolation theory that C 0 (0)
is dense in L(q, 1)(0). Also, due to Theorem 5.5 of Borchers and Miyakawa
[3], C0, _(0) is dense in L
( p, 1)
_ (0). Thus, D[ p, q](M) is the dense domain.
Let [u, %] # D[ p, q](M). By (2.6) and (3.4) we have
v } {u+:
j
({u j) v j # L( p, 1)(0), v } {% # L(q, 1)(0).
So, our task is to prove
({%) w # L( p, 1)(0), g } u # L(q, 1)(0). (4.4)
By (2.7) the assumptions (3.1)(3.4) yield
g # Lr(0)
w # Ls(0)
for all r # (m, ],
for all s # (m$, ].
It follows from (2.6) that
{
&({%) w&p, 1C &{%&q, 1 &w&s
&g } u&q, 1C &g&r &u&p, 1
with s=\ 1p&
1
q+
&1
>m$ if pq,
with r=\1q&
1
p+
&1
>m if pq.
(4.5)
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It should be noted that s>m$ (resp. r>m) follows from (3.9) when pq
(resp. pq). By (3.9) again together with 1<m<3, we have
p<q*#\1q&
1
3+
&1
even if pq,
q< p*#\1p&
1
3+
&1
even if pq.
By virtue of the Sobolev type inequality (2.8) we get
{&{%&p, 1C &{%&
1&’
q, 1 &D2%&’q, 1 with ’=3 \1q&
1
p+ if pq,
&u&q, 1C &u&1&’p, 1 &{u&’p, 1 with ’=3 \ 1p&
1
q+ if pq,
which combined with (2.6) implies that
{&({%) w&p, 1C &{%&p, 1 &w&&g } u&q, 1C &g& &u&q, 1
if pq,
if pq.
(4.6)
By (4.5) and (4.6) we have completed the proof of (4.4). K
In what follows we fix | # (0, ?2) arbitrarily, and set
7=[* # C ; |arg *|?&|]"[0].
It is well known [4, 10] that 7/\(&A) in the setting of L p_(0) with
estimate
&(*+A)&1 u&p
C
|*|
&u&p , * # 7, u # L p_(0), (4.7)
with C=C( p)>0 and that the same result holds also for the operator B.
To prove (ii) of Proposition 4.1, the following lemma plays an important
role. Given [ p, q] satisfying (3.9), we define the interval I( p, q) by
I( p, q)=_12, 1&& \
3
2p
&
1
2
,
3
2p+& \
3
2q
&
1
2
,
3
2q+ ,
which is nonvoid by (3.9) together with 1<m<3.
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Lemma 4.2. Let [ p, q] satisfy (3.9). For any $ # I( p, q), there is a
positive constant C0=C0(m, p, $) such that
"(*+M0)$&1 M1(*+M0)&$ _u%&"[ p, q], 1 C0k "_
u
%&"[ p, q], 1 (4.8)
holds for all * # 7 and [u, %] # L ( p, 1)_ (0)_L
(q, 1)(0), where k is the quantity
given by (4.1).
Proof. We first note that for all * # 7 and 0<#<1, fractional powers
(*+M0)&# _u%&=_
(*+A)&# u
\*+1_B+
&#
%&
are well defined as bounded operators on Lebesgue spaces. In fact, by (4.7)
the operator *+A for fixed * # 7 satisfies
&(++*+A)&1 u&pC \1+ 1|*|+
1
1++
&u&p , +0, u # L p_(0),
and *+(1_) B possesses also the same estimate. Fractional powers (*+M0)#,
0<#<1, are also well defined by the inverse of (*+M0)&#. Now, take
[r, s] so that
1
p
=
1
r
&
2(1&$)
3
,
1
q
=
1
s
&
2(1&$)
3
. (4.9)
Then $ # I( p, q) implies that
1<r< 32 , 1<s<
3
2 .
By the embedding inequality [2, Corollary 4.5] we have
&(*+A)$&1 u&pC &A1&$(*+A)$&1 u&r (4.10)
for u # Lr_(0). Let 0<#<1. If *>0, then we have
&(*+A)# f&A#f &rC*# & f &r
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with C=C(#)>0 for f # Dr(A#). This together with (4.7) implies that
&A#(*+A)&# u&r
&u&r+C*# &(*+A)&# u&r
&u&r+
C sin ?#
?
*# |

0
+&# &(++*+A)&1 u&r d+
&u&r+
C sin ?#
?
B(1&#, #) &u&r=C &u&r (4.11)
for all u # Lr_(0), where B( } , } ) denotes the beta function. In view of the
proof of Lemma 3.6 of Borchers and Miyakawa [3], we have the relation
A#(*+A)&#=(e&i arg *A)# ( |*|+e&i arg *A)&#, * # 7, i=- &1, (4.12)
where the right hand side is well defined. By (4.7) we get
&( |*|+e&i arg *A)&1 u&r
C
|*|
&u&r ,
so that (4.11) with A replaced by e&i arg *A holds true. This combined with
(4.12) gives
&A#(*+A)&# u&rC &u&r (4.13)
for all * # 7 and u # Lr_(0). Hence, estimate (4.10) yields
&(*+A)$&1 u&pC &u&r (4.14)
for u # Lr_(0). Similarly, we get
"\*+1_ B+
$&1
%"q C_1&$ &%&s (4.15)
for % # Ls(0). Fix $ # I( p, q) arbitrarily. Then there exists pairs [ p0 , q0]
and [ p1 , q1] so that they satisfy (3.9) and
$ # I( p0 , q0) & I( p1 , q1), p0< p< p1 , q0<q<q1 .
Therefore, both (4.14) and (4.15) hold true for [ p, q, r, s] replaced by
[ pj , qj , rj , sj], j=0, 1, where each [rj , sj] is defined by (4.9) associated
with [ pj , qj]. It thus follows from the real interpolation (2.2) that
"(*+M0)$&1 _u%&"[ p, q], 1 C &u&r, 1+C_1&$ &%&s, 1 (4.16)
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for * # 7 and [u, %] # L(r, 1)_ (0)_L
(s, 1)(0). We next set
M1(*+M0)&$ _u%&=_
f
h& .
By virtue of (2.6) with d=1, we obtain
& f &r, 1C &v&3,  &{(*+A)&$ u&(1r&13)&1, 1
+C &w&m$,  "{ \*+1_ B+
&$
%"(1s&13)&1, 1 , (4.17)
&h&s, 1C: &g&m,  &(*+A)&$ u&(1r&23)&1, 1
+C &v&3,  "{ \*+1_ B+
&$
%"(1s&13)&1, 1 . (4.18)
It follows from [2, Theorem 4.4, Corollary 4.5], (4.9) and (4.13) that
&{(*+A)&$ u&(1r&13)&1+&(*+A)&$ u&(1r&23)&1
C &A12(*+A)&$ u&(1r&13)&1+&(*+A)&$ u&(1r&23)&1
C &A$(*+A)&$ u&pC &u&p
for u # L p_(0). Similarly, we get
"{ \*+1_ B+&$ %" (1s&13)&1C_$ &%&q
for % # Lq(0). We apply the real interpolation (2.2) to the above estimates
along the same argument as in the proof of (4.16). Then (4.17) and (4.18),
respectively, yield
& f &r, 1 C &v&3,  &u&p, 1+C_$ &w&m$,  &%&q, 1 ,
&h&s, 1C: &g&m,  &u&p, 1+C_$ &v&3,  &%&q, 1 .
These combined with (4.16) give (4.8). K
Proof of (ii) of Proposition 4.1. Following Kozono and Yamazaki [17],
we represent *+M in the form
*+M=(*+M0)1&$ [1+(*+M0)$&1 M1(*+M0)&$](*+M0)$
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for * # 7. Fix $=$(m, p) # I( p, q) arbitrarily, and set ===(m, p)=1C0 ,
where C0=C0(m, p, $(m, p)) is the constant given in (4.8). Then, under the
assumption (4.1) estimate (4.8) implies that
[1+(*+M0)$&1 M1(*+M0)&$]&1
= :

n=0
[&(*+M0)$&1 M1(*+M0)&$]n
exists as a bounded operator on L( p, 1)_ (0)_L
(q, 1)(0) with bounds 1(1&C0 k)
for every * # 7. On the other hand, by 1< p<3 ([2, Theorem 4.4]) and by
(4.13) we have
&{(*+A)&$ u&p C &A12(*+A)&$ u&p
=C &A12(*+A)&12 (*+A)12&$ u&p
C &(*+A)12&$ u&p .
Since the operator *+A satisfies the momentum inequality, we obtain by
the above estimate and (4.7)
&{ j (*+A)&$ u&p C &(*+A)1+ j2&$ (*+A)&1 u&p
C &u&1+ j2&$p &(*+A)
&1 u&& j2+$p
C |*| j2&$ &u&p
for * # 7, u # L p_(0) and j=0, 1. Applying the real interpolation (2.2) to the
above estimate and to the similar one for B along the same argument as
in the proof of (4.16), we get
"{ j (*+M0)&$ _u%&"[ p, q], 1 C |*| j2&$ "_
u
%&"[ p, q], 1
for * # 7, [u, %] # L ( p, 1)_ (0)_L
(q, 1)(0) and j=0, 1. Therefore, we obtain
7/\(&M)
in the setting of L ( p, 1)_ (0)_L
(q, 1)(0), with estimates ( j=0, 1)
"{ j (*+M)&1 _u%&"[ p, q], 1 
C |*| j2&$
1&C0k "(*+M0)&1+$ _
u
%&"[ p, q], 1
C |*| j2&1 "_u%&"[ p, q], 1 (4.19; j)
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for * # 7 and [u, %] # L( p, 1)_ (0)_L
(q, 1)(0). The operator M is thus closed
since 1+M has a bounded inverse. And further, by the standard theory of
semigroups (Tanabe [21]), estimate (4.19; 0) asserts that &M generates a
bounded analytic semigroup [e&tM]t0 of class (C0) on L( p, 1)_ (0)_L
(q, 1)(0),
via the Dunford integral
e&tM=
1
2?i |1 e
*t(*+M)&1 d*, (4.20)
where the path 1 of integration is taken in the form 1=1+ _ 10 _ 1&
with
1\={\e\i|~ ; 1t \<= , 10={
1
t
e\i. ; |.||~ =
for an arbitrarily fixed |~ # (?2, ?&|). We have completed the proof. K
Proof of (iii) of Proposition 4.1. Assume (4.1), that is, k<=(m, p). Then,
from the estimation of the integral (4.20) with the use of (4.19; j) it follows
that
"{ je&tM _u%&"[ p, q], 1 Ct& j2 "_
u
%&"[ p, q], 1 (4.21; j)
for t>0, [u, %] # L( p, 1)_ (0)_L
(q, 1)(0) and j=0, 1. Once (4.3; 0) is established
under the assumption k<=$0(m, p, r)=(m, p) (where =$0 is determined
later), estimate (4.3 ; 1) follows from (4.21; 1) together with (4.3; 0) when
k<=$1(m, p, r)#min[=(m, r), =$0(m, p, r)],
since (4.2 ; 1) implies (3.9). In fact, the semigroup property gives
"{e&tM _u%&"[r, s], 1 Ct&12 "e&(t2) M _
u
%&"[r, s], 1
Ct&12&3‘2 "_u%&"[ p, q], 1
for t>0, where ‘=1p&1r=1q&1s. Our task is thus to prove (4.3 ; 0).
Fix [ p, q] which satisfies (3.9). At the first step, let [r, s] satisfy not only
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(4.2 ; 0) but ‘13. Then the Sobolev type inequality (2.8) and (4.21; j )
imply that
"e&tM _u%&"[r, s], 1 C "e&tM _
u
%&"
1&3‘
[ p, q], 1 "{e&tM _
u
%&"
3‘
[ p, q], 1
Ct&3‘2 "_u%&"[ p, q], 1
for t>0. In this case we can take =$0(m, p, r)==(m, p). At the second step, let
[r, s] satisfy not only (4.2 ; 0) but max[r, s]<3. We have only to consider
the case where [r, s] does not satisfy ‘13. We take [ p*, q*] so that
1
p
&
1
p*
=
1
q
&
1
q*
=
1
3
.
Since the assumption min[r, s]<3 yields
0<‘*#
1
p*
&
1
r
=
1
q*
&
1
s
<
1
3
,
it follows from the twice use of the argument at the first step that
"e&tM _u%&"[r, s], 1 Ct&3‘*2 "e&(t2) M _
u
%&"[ p*, q*], 1
Ct&3‘2 "_u%&"[ p, q], 1
for t>0, provided that
k<=$0(m, p, r)#min[=(m, p), =(m, p*)].
Finally, let [r, s] satisfy (4.2; 0) and max[r, s]3. It is possible to take
[r0 , s0] which fulfills
pr0<3, qs0<3, 0<
1
r0
&
1
r
=
1
s0
&
1
s
<
1
3
.
Hence, combining the first step with the second one, we obtain (4.3 ; 0) by
the semigroup property, provided that
k<=$0(m, p, r)#min[=$0(m, p, r0), =(m, r0)]
=min[=(m, p), =(m, p*), =(m, r0)].
This completes the proof. K
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As a corollary of the proof of Proposition 4.1, we have the following for
the operator L=M*.
Corollary 4.3. Suppose that [ p, q] satisfies (3.10). If k<=(m, p$) with
p$= p( p&1), then &L generates a bounded analytic semigroup [e&tL]t0
on L pw, _(0)_L
q
w(0) (which is not of class (C0)), where k is the quantity
given by (4.1).
Proof. By the definition of L, it is a closed operator. Since [ p$, q$]
satisfies (3.9), the duality of (4.19; 0) with [ p$, q$] gives
"(* +L)&1 _u%&"[ p, q],  C |*|&1 "_
u
%&"[ p, q], 
for * # 7 (* denotes the complex conjugate of *) and [u, %] # L pw, _(0)_
Lqw(0). This completes the proof. K
5. PROOF OF THEOREM
The main theorem is the consequence of the following three propositions.
Proposition 5.1. Assume (3.1)(3.4) and (3.8). There exists a positive
constant ’~ (m) such that, under the assumption
k#(1+_)(&v&3, +&w&m$, +: &g&m, )<’~ (m),
the following holds: one can take a positive constant $(m, k) so that if (3.18)
is fulfilled, then there is a unique pair of functions [u, %] which is of class
(3.14) with (3.15) and satisfies (3.12) for all [,, ] # D and t>0, together
with estimates (3.19) and (3.20) for every p # (3, p0) and q # (m$, q0), where
[ p0 , q0] is a fixed pair satisfying (3.13) and 2m< p0<6.
Proposition 5.2. In addition to the assumptions of Proposition 5.1, let
[r, s] satisfy (3.13). There exists a constant ’~ (m, r) # (0, ’~ (m)] such that if
k<’~ (m, r), then the pair of functions [u, %] obtained in Proposition 5.1
satisfies (3.19) and (3.20) for every p # (3, r) and q # (m$, s).
Proposition 5.3. There exists a constant ’(m) # (0, ’~ (m)] such that if
k<’(m), then the pair of functions [u, %] obtained in Proposition 5.1 is the
strong solution of class [ p, q] on (0, ) to the problem (3.5)(3.7) for some
[ p, q] satisfying (3.13).
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Propositions 5.1 and 5.3 imply (1) of Theorem. Set ’
*
(m, r)=min[’~ (m, r),
’(m)]. Then (2) of Theorem follows from Propositions 5.2 and 5.3.
At first, we will prove Proposition 5.1. Let [ p, q] satisfy
3p<, m$q<,
1
p
&
1
q
=&
2
3
+
1
m
(5.1)
and set
Xp, q=[[u, %] ; t![u, %] # BC(0,  ; L pw, _(0)_L
q
w(0))],
where BC denotes the class of bounded and continuous functions, and
!=
1
2
&
3
2p
=
3
2
&
3
2m
&
3
2q
. (5.2)
Then Xp, q is a Banach space with norm
"_u%&"[ p, q] #supt>0 t! "_
u(t)
%(t)&"[ p, q],  .
For each t>0, we define [u0(t), %0(t)] as a pair of elements of some
Lorentz spaces by
\_u
0(t)
%0(t)& , _
,
&+=\_
u0
%0& , e&tM _
,
&+ , \[,, ] # D. (5.3)
Then we have the following lemma.
Lemma 5.4. Let [ p, q] satisfy (5.1). If k<=$0(m, p$, 32) with p$=
p( p&1), then [u0, %0] # Xp, q with estimate
"_u
0
%0&"[ p, q] Cm, k, p(&u0&3, +&%&m$, ). (5.4)
Here, =$0( } ) is the constant given in (iii) of Proposition 4.1.
Proof. By (5.1) the pair [ p$, q$] satisfies (3.9). It thus follows from
(4.3 ; 0) that
}\_u0%0 & , e&tM _
,
&+}(&u0&3, +&%0 &m$, ) "e&tM _
,
&"[32, m], 1
Cm, k, pt&!(&u0&3, +&%&m$, ) "_,&"[ p$, q$], 1
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for t>0, where ! is as in (5.2). Similarly, since e&tM is an analytic
semigroup (Proposition 4.1), we get
}\_u0%0& , e&(t+h) M _
,
&&e&tM _
,
&+}
Cm, k, pt&!&1h(&u0&3, +&%0&m$, ) "_,&"[ p$, q$], 1
for 0<t<t+h. By duality, the above estimates together with (5.3) imply
that [u0, %0] # Xp, q with (5.4). K
Set
J(t ; [u, %], [,, ])
=|
t
0 \_
(uu)({)
(u%)({) & , {e&(t&{) M _
,
&+ d{, t>0. (5.5)
For given [u, %] # Xp, q and each t>0, we define F[u, %]T (t) as an element
of some product Lorentz spaces by
\F _u%& (t), _
,
&+=\_
u0(t)
%0(t)& , _
,
&++J(t ; [u, %], [,, ])
=the right hand side of (3.12), \[,, ] # D. (5.6)
We derive an estimate of F[u, %]T, which implies two corollaries.
Proposition 5.5. Let [ p, q] satisfy not only (5.1) but also
p>max[3, 2m], (5.7)
and suppose that [u, %] # Xp, q . For such [ p, q], let [r, s] fulfill not only
(5.1) but also
2
p
&
1
3
<
1
r

2
p
. (5.8)
There exists a positive constant ’0=’0(m, p, r) so that if k<’0 , then
F _u%& # Xr, s
with estimate
"F _u%&"[r, s] Cm, k, r(&u0&3, +&%0&m$, )+Ck, m, p, r "_
u
%&"
2
[ p, q]
. (5.9)
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Corollary 5.6. Let [ p, q] satisfy (5.1) and (5.7). Suppose that k<
’0(m, p, p).
(i) If [u, %] # Xp, q , then F[u, %]T # Xp, q with estimate (5.9) for [r, s]
=[ p, q].
(ii) Let [u, %], [u~ , % ] # Xp, q . Then
"F _u%&&F _
u~
% &"[ p, q]
Cm, k, p \"_u%&"[ p, q] +"_
u~
% &"[ p, q]+ "_
u&u~
%&% &"[ p, q] . (5.10)
Corollary 5.7. Let [ p, q] satisfy (5.1), (5.7) and p6. Let [u, %] #
Xp, q . If k<’0(m, p, 3), then F[u, %]T # X3, m$ with estimate (5.9) for [r, s]
=[3, m$].
For the proof of Proposition 5.5, we show the following lemma.
Lemma 5.8. Let [ p, q] satisfy (5.1) and (5.7), and suppose that [u, %] #
Xp, q . For such [ p, q], let [r, s] fulfill (5.8) as well as 1r&1s=1p&1q.
If k<=$1(m, r$, p( p&2)), then the integral J defined by (5.5) satisfies
|J(t ; [u, %], [,, ])|
Cm, k, p, rB \32 \
1
r
&
2
p
+
1
3+ ,
3
p+ t&12+32r "_
u
%&"
2
[ p, q] "_
,
&"[r$, s$], 1
(5.11)
for all [,, ] # D and t>0. Here, =$1( } ) is the constant given in (iii)
of Proposition 4.1, B( } , } ) denotes the beta function and 1r$+1r=
1s$+1s=1. Furthermore, for each } with 0<}<3(1r&2p+13)2, we
have
|J(t+h ; [u, %], [,, ])&J(t ; [u, %], [,, ])|
Cm, k, p, r, } {B \32 \
1
r
&
2
p
+
1
3+&},
3
p+ t&12+32r&}h}
+t&1+3ph3(1r&2p+13)2= "_u%&"
2
p, q "_
,
&"[r$, s$], 1 (5.12)
for all [,, ] # D and 0<t<t+h.
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Remark 5.1. We impose (5.1) on [r, s] in Proposition 5.5. But, in this
lemma, we need not assume r3.
Proof. By the assumptions, the pair [r$, s$] satisfies (3.9). We further
have the relations
1<r$
p
p&2
<3, 1<s$\1&1p&
1
q+
&1
<3.
Proposition 4.1 together with (2.5) thus implies that
}\_(uu)({)(u%)({) & , {e&(t&{) M _
,
&+}
C &u({)&p,  (&u({)&p, +&%({)&q, )
_"{e&(t&{) M _,&"[ p( p&2), (1&1p&1q)&1], 1
C(t&{)&3(2p&1r)2&12 &u({)&p,  (&u({)&p, +&%({)&q, )
_"_,&"[r$, s$], 1
for 0<{<t. Since [u, %] # Xp, q , the above estimate gives (5.11). The
similar estimate with the use of
"{e&(t+h) M _,&&{e&tM _
,
&"[ p( p&2), (1&1p&1q)&1], 1
Ct&3(2p&1r)2&12&}h} "_,&"[r$, s$], 1
implies also (5.12) (cf. Fujita and Kato [8, Lemma 2.12]). K
Proof of Proposition 5.5. Set
’0=’0(m, p, r)=min[=$0(m, r$, 32), =$1(m, r$, p( p&2))],
and let k<’0 . In view of (5.6) and by duality, it follows from Lemma 5.4
and Lemma 5.8 that F[u, %]T # Xr, s with (5.9). This completes the
proof. K
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Proof of Corollary 5.6. By the assumptions, it is possible to take [r, s]
=[ p, q] in Proposition 5.5. Therefore, the assertion (i) is an immediate
consequence of this proposition. Since
uu&u~ u~ =(u&u~ )u+u~  (u&u~ ),
u%&u~ % =(u&u~ ) %+u~ (%&% ),
just the same way as in the proof of Lemma 5.8 leads us to (ii). K
Proof of Corollary 5.7. By the assumptions, one can take [r, s]=[3, m$]
in Proposition 5.5. We thus obtain the assertion. K
To see (3.15), we need the following lemma.
Lemma 5.9. Let [ p, q] satisfy (5.1), (5.7) and p<6. Let [u, %] # Xp, q .
There exists a positive constant ’1=’1(m, p)’0(m, p, 3) so that if k<’1 ,
then
lim
t  0 \F _
u
%& (t)&_
u0
%0& , _
,
&+=0 (5.13)
for all [,, ] # L (32, 1)_ (0)_L
(m, 1)(0).
Proof. By Corollary 5.7 we have F[u, %]T # X3, m$ under the condition
k<’0(m, p, 3). Therefore, it is sufficient to prove (5.13) for all [,, ] # D.
We fix the pair [r0 , s0] which satisfies r0<3 and (5.8) as well as 1r0&1s0
=1p&1q. This is possible because p<6. Set
’1(m, p)=min[’0(m, p, 3), =$1(m, r$0 , p( p&2))].
If k<’1(m, p), then it follows from (5.11) (see also Remark 5.1) with r0<3
that
J(t ; [u, %], [,, ])  0 as t  0 (5.14)
for all [,, ] # D. On the other hand, since the semigroup e&tM is of class
(C0) on L (32, 1)_ (0)_L
(m, 1)(0), we observe
\_u
0(t)
%0(t)&&_
u0
%0& , _
,
&+
=\_u0%0& , e&tM _
,
&&_
,
&+ 0 as t  0. (5.15)
In view of (5.6), we collect (5.14) and (5.15) to see (5.13). K
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Proof of Proposition 5.1. Fix [ p0 , q0] arbitrarily such that it satisfies
(5.1), (5.7) and p0<6. Set
’~ (m)=min[’0(m, p0 , p0), ’1(m, p0)],
and let k<’~ (m), where ’0( } ) and ’1( } ) are respectively as in Proposition 5.5
and Lemma 5.9. Then (i) of Corollary 5.6 asserts that F is well defined as
a mapping from Xp0 , q0 into itself. By virtue of (5.9) and (5.10), it follows
from the standard calculation that there is a positive constant $(m, k) so
that, under the smallness condition (3.18), F is contractive on a closed ball
of Xp0 , q0 :
"_u%&"[ p0 , q0] Cm, k, p0 (&u0 &3, +&%0&m$, ).
Thus, F has a unique fixed point [u, %] in the ball of Xp0 , q0 , so that
it satisfies (3.12) for all [,, ] # D and t>0. By k<’~ (m)’1(m, p0)
’0(m, p0 , 3), Corollary 5.7 and Lemma 5.9 imply that [u, %] is of class
(3.14) with (3.15). Since [u, %] # X3, m$ & Xp0 , q0 , the inequality (2.7) gives
estimates (3.19) and (3.20) for every p # (3, p0) and q # (m$, q0). We have
completed the proof of Proposition 5.1. K
Secondly, let us prove Proposition 5.2.
Proof of Proposition 5.2. Let [ p0 , q0] be the fixed pair in Proposition 5.1.
When rp0 , we may take ’~ (m, r)=’~ (m). Suppose that r>p0 . Bearing
(5.8) in mind, we take pn (n=1, 2, 3, ...) so that max[3, 2m]< p0< p1< p2
< p3< } } } and
2
pn&1
&
1
3
<
1
pn
(n=1, 2, 3, ...),
which implies that
1
3
+2n \ 1p0 &
1
3+<
1
pn
(n=1, 2, 3, ...).
So, for every [r, s] satisfying r>p0 as well as (3.13), it is possible to choose
p&=r for some & (even when r is very large). Set
’~ (m, r)=min[’~ (m), ’0(m, pj , pj+1) ; 0 j&&1],
and let k<’~ (m, r). Then, by &-times use of Proposition 5.5, we are
eventually led to [u, %] # X3, m$ & Xr, s . Hence, by (2.7) we obtain (3.19) and
(3.20) for every p # (3, r) and q # (m$, s). This completes the proof of
Proposition 5.2. K
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Finally, we will prove Proposition 5.3. It seems to be difficult to derive
the desired regularity directly. Thus, following Kozono and Yamazaki
[17], we intend to identify [u, %] obtained in Proposition 5.1 with the
strong solution in a neighborhood of each point t>0 by the use of an
uniqueness lemma (Lemma 5.11). We consider the equations (3.5) and
(3.6), and prepare the following lemma concerning the local existence of
strong solutions.
Lemma 5.10. Let [ p, q] satisfy (3.13), and let [a, b] # L p_(0)_L
q(0).
Then there exists T
*
>0 and
u # C([0, T
*
]; L p_(0)) & C((0, T*]; Dp(A)) & C
1((0, T
*
]; L p_(0)),
% # C([0, T
*
]; Lq(0)) & C((0, T
*
] ; Dq(B)) & C 1((0, T*] ; L
q(0)),
with u(0)=a, %(0)=b, so that [u, %] satisfies (3.5)(3.6) in L p_(0)_L
q(0)
for all t # (0, T
*
]. Here, the existence interval is evaluated from below by
T
*
min[C1(&a&p+&b&q)&1!, C2V&2, 1], (5.16)
with
V=&v&+&{v&+&{w&;+: &g&#
and Cj=Cj (_, m, p)>0, j=1, 2, where 1;=(23&1m)+ (see (3.4)),
1#=(1m&23)+ and ! is as in (5.2).
Proof. We consider the system of integral equations
u(t)=e&tAa&|
t
0
e&(t&{) A8(u, %)({) d{, (5.17)
%(t)=e&tB_b&|
t
0
e&(t&{) B_9(u, %)({) d{, (5.18)
with
8(u, %)=P(u } {u+v } {u+u } {v+:g%),
9(u, %)=u } {%+v } {%+u } {w,
and construct a solution to (5.17) and (5.18) in the class
u # C([0, T
*
]; L p_(0)), t
12{u # C([0, T
*
]; Lp(0)),
% # C([0, T
*
]; Lq(0)), t12{% # C([0, T
*
]; Lq(0)),
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with &u(t)&a&p  0, t12 &{u(t)&p  0, &%(t)&b&q  0 and t12 &{%(t)&q  0
as t  0. Since we are concerned with local solutions, we may assume that
T
*
1. Note that the L p&Lr estimate of {e&tA (as well as e&tA) locally in
time (0<t1) holds for 1< pr< (cf. Iwashita [15]). By the assump-
tions (3.1) and (3.2), we have g # L#(0) so that
&{ je&tAP(g%)&p{Ct
&1+32m& j2 &g& &%&q
Ct& j2 &g&# &%&q
if pq,
if p<q,
for j=0, 1. Similarly, by {w # L;(0) in (3.4) we get
&{ je&tB_(u } {w)&q{Ct
& j2 &{w&; &u&p
Ct1&32m& j2 &{w& &u&p
if pq,
if p<q,
for j=0, 1. Other terms are also easily evaluated. Thus, by means of an
iteration method, we obtain the solution [u, %] to (5.17) and (5.18) on an
interval [0, T
*
] with (5.16). Since the argument is rather standard, we may
omit the details. By the Ho lder continuity with respect to time of 8(u, %)
in L p_(0) and of 9(u, %) in L
q(0), we obtain the assertion. K
Let 0<t0<T, and suppose that [a, b] # L pw, _(0)_L
q
w(0) for fixed
[ p, q] satisfying (5.1) and (5.7). We next consider the uniqueness of [u, %]
which satisfies
\_u(t)%(t)& , _
,
&+=\_
a
b& , e&(t&t0) M _
,
&+
+|
t
t0 \_
(uu)({)
(u%)({) & , {e&(t&{) M _
,
&+ d{ (5.19)
for all [,, ] # D and t # [t0 , T].
Lemma 5.11. Let [ p, q] satisfy (5.1) and (5.7). Suppose that k<=$1(m,
p$, p( p&2)), where =$1( } ) is the constant given in (iii) of Proposition 4.1.
Suppose further that two pairs of functions [uj , %j], j=1, 2, are of class
[uj , %j] # C(I ; L pw, _(0)_L
q
w(0)), I=[t0 , T],
with
uj (t0)=a # L pw, _(0), %j (t0)=b # L
q
w(0),
and that they satisfy (5.19) for all [,, ] # D and t # I. Then
[u1(t), %1(t)]=[u2(t), %2(t)] (5.20)
in L pw, _(0)_L
q
w(0) for all t # I.
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Proof. We put u=u1&u2 , %=%1&%2 and
E0=sup
t # I "_
u1(t)
%1(t)&"[ p, q],  +supt # I "_
u2(t)
%2(t)&"[ p, q],  .
Let _ # [t0 , T ). Suppose that the coincidence (5.20) holds for all t # [t0 , _],
and set
E(t ; _)= sup
_{t "_
u({)
%({)&"[ p, q], 
for t # [_, T]. Then it follows from the same calculation as in the proof of
Lemma 5.8 (and (ii) of Corollary 5.6) that
}\_u(t)%(t)& , _
,
&+}C(m, k, p) E0(t&_)! E(t ; _) "_
,
&"[ p$, q$], 1 , (5.21)
where ! is as in (5.2). Let us define t
*
>0 by
t
*
=[2C(m, k, p) E0]&1!.
Then, by duality, estimate (5.21) gives E(_+t
*
; _)=0. We repeat this
procedure for _=t0 , t0+t* , t0+2t* , ..., to accomplish (5.20) for all t # I.
K
Proof of Proposition 5.3. Let [u, %] be the pair of functions obtained in
Proposition 5.1, and [ p0 , q0] the fixed pair in this proposition. We now fix
[ p, q] arbitrarily such that it satisfies (5.1), (5.7) and p< p0 (then m$<q<
q0). By virtue of (3.19) and (3.20) we have
K#sup
t>0
t!(&u(t)&p+&%(t)&q)C(&u0&3, +&%0 &m$, ),
where ! is as in (5.2). For each {>0, we will find a compact interval I{
with { # int I{ so that [u, %] coincides with a strong solution in L p_(0)_
Lq(0) for all t # I{ . Given {>0, we take t0=t0({)>0 which fulfills
max { {1+C1 K&1! , {&C2V&2, {&1=<t0<{, (5.22)
where V and Cj ( j=1, 2) are as in (5.16). We set [a, b]=[u(t0), %(t0)] #
L p_(0)_L
q(0), and solve the equations (3.5) and (3.6) by regarding [a, b]
as initial data. Then, by Lemma 5.10 there exist T
*
>0 and [u~ , % ] which
satisfies (3.5)(3.6) in L p_(0)_L
q(0) for all t # (t0 , t0+T*]. Put I{=
[t0 , t0+T*]. Integrations by parts imply that [u~ , %
 ] satisfies also (5.19)
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for all [,, ] # D and t # I{ . Since &u(t0)&p+&%(t0)&qKt&!0 , it follows
from (5.16) and (5.22) that
t0+T*min[(1+C1K
&1!) t0 , t0+C2 V&2, t0+1]>{,
namely, { # int I{ . Set
’(m)=min[’~ (m), =$1(m, p$, p( p&2))],
and let k<’(m). Since
[u, %], [u~ , % ] # C(I{ ; L pw, _(0)_L
q
w(0)),
Lemma 5.11 implies that [u(t), %(t)]=[u~ (t), % (t)] for all t # I{ . Since {>0
is arbitrary, [u, %] becomes the strong solution of class [ p, q] on (0, ).
This completes the proof of Proposition 5.3. K
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